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Dragons Candlewick Press
Call it an encyclopedia of dragonology--this beautifully illustrated, lovingly assembled tribute to all things dragonological
features a guide to dragon species; an in-depth look at dragons' habits including those notorious hoarding practices; practical
essentials like how to care for sick dragons; and a comprehensive glossary, index, and much more!
Monsterology Abrams
A mysterious island; a terrifying weapon; an ancient prophecy brought to light⋯ When the annual frost-dragon migration fails to happen, Dr Drake and his apprentices
Daniel and Beatrice sense that something sinister is afoot – could dark dragonologist Alexandra Gorynytchka be up to no good again? The trio are whisked off to the Lost
Isle of Dragons, where they must face grave danger to prevent their enemy from finding the Hammer of the Dragons: a legendary weapon deadly to all dragonkind. Age-old
rivalries are laid bare in this thrilling climax to the Dragonology Chronicles.

The Complete Book of Dragons Candlewick Press (MA)
When John, Jack, and Charles return to the Archipelago of Dreams, they encounter an apparent splintering of Time itself and
set off on a new quest in which success and failure each carry a high cost.
Spyology Candlewick Press
The perfect introduction to the legendary world of dragons, The Dragon Machine uses a clever
mix of text and illustrations to describe how George, a young, overlooked boy, becomes aware
of dragons hiding all around him. But when it becomes apparent that they don't belong in
George's ordinary world, he endeavours to do the best for his new friends and find them the
home they deserve. A heart-warming and magical tale from award-winning illustrator, Helen
Ward.
The Dragonology Chronicles, Volume One DragonologyThe Complete Book of Dragons
After Dragon's Eye, here comes the next exciting instalment in the Dragonolgy(tm)Chronicles, The Dragon Diary!. In the second novel of this fantasy, adventure
series, a mysterious illness is spreading among dragons. The fate of dragonkind rests in the hands of Daniel and Beatrice - can they reach Dr. Drake and work out the
cure, or will they fall into the clutches of the evil Alexandra Gorynytchka? Based on the best selling Dragonolgy(tm) title, The Dragon Diary features stunning black
and white illustrations from Douglas Carrel and a great story from Dugald Steer which moves along at a fast pace with a good dose of action and magic! (Age
Range: 8 +)
A True Revelation of Spirits, Ghouls, and Hauntings Candlewick Press
Tucked in an attractive slipcase, this quartet of pocket-sized Dragonology titles--"The Iceland Wyrm, The Dragon Star, The Dragon Dance," and "The Winged
Serpent"--makes an ideal gift. full color.
Dragonology Candlewick Press
Perfect for beginning dragon owners, this essential guide reveals the many joys and challenges involved in raising a dragon chick and features such tips as preparing
your home for baby dragons and learning emergency calming techniques.

The Complete Book of Dragons Ology
Describes what man has thought about dragons since earliest times and includes tales illustrating these beliefs.
The Complete Book of Dragons Lennex
Merlin the wizard challenges readers to become wizards like himself by deciphering clues hidden in his guide to wizardry.
The Dragon Ark Simon and Schuster
A companion to DRAGONOLOGY, MONSTEROLOGY is a study of the many supposedly mythical beasts that inhabit our world. Although dragon
science and the conservation and protection of dragons was Dr. Ernest Drake's vocation, this newly discovered book reveals that the great dragonologist
spent his leisure time studying and researching many other creatures. Hitherto derided and feared as 'monsters' Dr. Drake is keen to show that these little-
known beasts must also be studied and understood rather than shunned.
Wizardology Templar Books
Dr. Drake's collection of data on monsters.
The Search for a Lost World Bonnier Publishing Fiction Ltd.
DragonologyThe Complete Book of DragonsCandlewick Press
første fellesbind Tangerine Press
Purports to be the journal of Zoticus de Lesseps, written on an ill-fated 1863 voyage accompanying Captain Nemo to explore the mysteries
of the deep sea.

The Complete Book of Monstrous Creatures Kings Road Publishing
Dragonology purports to be a copy of a nineteenth century book written by eminent dragonologist, Dr. Ernest Drake. The complete book of dragons,
Dragonology provides the student dragonologist with a comprehensive introduction to dragon species, their habitats and behaviours, as well as
guidelines for the protection and preservation of these mighty beasts.
Dr. Ernest Drake's Dragonology Candlewick Press
Tells the swashbuckling tale of Captain Lubber's around-the-world voyage on the trail of female pirate Arabella Drummond.
Dr. Ernest Drake's Dragonology Handbook Ologies
A latest entry in the series that includes Oceanology reveals the secrets of the world's most famous magicians and illusionists from the ancient
Egyptians to Harry Houdini while explaining how to master such examples as the classic cups-and-ball illusion and mind-reading card tricks.
Pirateology Candlewick Press
Covers all aspects of espionage, including such topics as secret operations, disguises, funding, surveillance, codes and ciphers, cameras,
moles, double agents, interrogation, forgery, and black propaganda, presented in a training manual format.
The True History of the Fallen Ones Candlewick Press
Introduces readers to the world of magic, in the form of a guide from wand maker, Coralis, giving information on how to make a magic wand and harness the power
of nature, together with accounts of the successes and failures of famous people who have usedw
The Dragon Diary Templar Books
Elaborate facsimile journal of a Greek mythology primer from the early nineteenth century.
Complete Guide to Dragons Ologies
For the first time ever, DRAGONOLOGY fiction! Introducing the Dragonology Chronicles — full-length novels with enough fire-breathing
adventure to satisfy true Dragonology fans who just can't get enough! Adventure! Villains! And dragons, dragons, dragons! From the
creators of the best-selling Dragonology series, this first volume of the Dragonology Chronicles finds Daniel Cook and his sister, Beatrice,
studying with eccentric dragonologist Dr. Ernest Drake. Soon they’re caught up in a race to find the stolen Dragon’s Eye — a jewel that has
the power to reflect the true Dragon Master — before it is stolen by the evil Ignatius Crook. Working with Dr. Drake (and many friendly
dragons), can these young siblings foil Ignatius and recover the Dragon’s Eye?
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